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According to reports, he was involved in drug trafficking. Profiteering went through the roof as firms were
directly hijacked by criminal consortiums. September 20, Bilunov was sentenced in Paris France to 6 months'
imprisonment the execution of which was suspended for illegal possession of firearms and the use of false
administrative documents. He was the main witness in the case Mikhailov. Leypi first name unknown. A man
of Sistema In late September, it became known that Arnold Spivakovsky detained in Spain is employed with
this company. The company was privatized. On the other hand, collected a dossier relating to the dashing ies,
when happened the formation of many of the current State Duma deputies, officials of different ranks, the
participants of "Forbes" list. The underworld situation in Russia is so unique, and so surreal, that audiences
everywhere should take to the material. Meyer first name unknown , Dr. Scene of murder of Konstantin
Georgiev Below is a simple matching of events and facts. Ultimately, Spivakovsky has been arrested after the
intervention of Prosecutor General Vladimir Ustinov who had summoned Nenakhova for a report. Tofig
Azimov Scotland See. But untrammeled greed led to runaway violence and six years of internecine warfare,
leaving few standing. According to reports, Michael Shamis manages the activities of the metallurgical
enterprises in the Urals. Gentelev constructs the documentary around three principal interview subjects, all
fascinating middle-aged crime leaders, who grant him such unbelievable access that it must be grounded in
egomania. In , he was under investigation on suspicion of money laundering in France. The author is citing a
secret FBI report. Imre PAKH born 28 June was in Hungary under investigation on suspicion of money
laundering, and it has repeatedly banned from entering France. He was three times convicted in Russia for
serious crimes. Even though it moves quickly, Thieves is all about content. Azimov received substantial
commissions from the owner Gennady Semigin funds for their "unfreezing". Our notes Established in ,
Sistema Joint Stock Financial Corporation has recently became widely known due to its corporate conflict
with Rosneft. They said that "MAV" belong to Mr. Head of the Chechen Ruslan was Labazanov.


